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Statement of Intent 

As both a hobby and a class, I have studied multimedia for roughly six years. I have enjoyed 
this time immensely and have learnt and enjoyed a wide range skills and animation types. 
Now for my major work I want to expand on these skills. For my HSC Multimedia major-
work I intend to make a short film mixing both real life footage and animation which will be 
designed, filmed and edited by me. I’ll be using the knowledge and skills I already know in 
animation and directing that I’ve have developed over many years to aim to achieve the 
highest quality product possible. However, I’ll be mixing in new skills such as filming, video 
manipulation and motion tracking to blend the two medias together. I hope for the final 
product to be both an impressive testament to my skills and entertaining to watch. I will then 
present my major work on a DVD 

The programs I intend to use (list not exclusive to): 

 Animating software 
o Creating the animated world/character to interact with the real life 

environment in the film.  
 Photo editing software 

o To create a background for the DVD menu to present my major work and to 
create movie poster that I’ll display on the DVD 

 Video editing software 
o Basic video manipulation and compiling of footage but also more complex 

editing will be needed to accomplish the effects I intend to incorporate in my 
major work (real world mixed with animated) 

 Sound editing software 
o Compiling and arranging various audio files such as film compositions and 

sound effects 
 DVD menu software 

o To create a DVD menu to present my majorwork, scene selection, testing 
footage and extras 

 Word processing software 
o To arrange my folio & finish the theory work 

 Web browser  
o To do research for the skills and inspiration used in the majorwork 
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Skills needed: 

 Video editing 
o This will consist of compiling raw footage to be colour graded, spliced 

together and will be used to add the animation and special effects over the real 
life footage. 

 Audio editing 
o I’ll use this skill to compile music together and edit audio clips to fit into the 

necessary scenes within the film. I’ll also have to record and increase the 
quality of some voices for characters in the film. 

 Animating 
o Used to draw and animate the cartoon character to add on top of and interact 

with the real life footage 
 Directing 

o I’ll need to be able to direct the other actors to get the desired scenes to look as 
good as possible. This could be challenging as they may not be strong in 
following directions and could have their own views on what’s best for the 
film 

 Time management 
o I’ll need to make a time schedule to remain on time and work as efficiently as 

possible 
 Organisation skills 

o Similar to time management, I’ll have organize myself in a manner that allows 
for the most efficient work ethic to remain on task. 

 Camera operation 
o I’ll have to steadily film the footage and set up proper angles to achieve the 

desired aesthetic for the film. 
 

Equipment I need: 

 Wacom tabled – I’ll need this for drawing, animating in general 
 Camera -  Filming 
 Computer – Editing 
 Microphone – Voice acting 
 Headphones – Sound editing 

 

Reason for the production of my work/motivation: 

 To further develop my drawing, filming and animation skills. These are something I 
have always done as a hobby, but hopefully this project allows me to take it more 
seriously. 
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 To create a video that is visually pleasing to watch, shows off my skills as an 
animator/director and is entertaining to watch. Right now whenever I create an 
animation or video, it is usually just a short throwaway test, I hope the completeion of 
this major work means that I will have a substantial project to show off. 

 And finally, to express my creativity through film 

 
 Challenges I expect to face 

 Not a whole lot of experience filming, should be manageable 
 Time management, as I tend to put things off until the last minute, I’ll have to be pro-

active in my filming/folio work. 
 Motivation. Often times I find it very difficult to get fully invested in a project if my 

interest in it isn’t that high. To combat this I’ve tried to tailor this specific project to a 
lot of my interests, e.g. animation and movies, to keep my attention strong and make 
sure I stay motivated. 

Time Frame:  
Hopefully, I can have a fair amount of the research and idea development/testing completed 
by term four of 2012. Then, in term one I aim to start filming/editing and have it completed 
by the second term of 2013. I aim to devote most of my in-class time to research/theory work, 
however if the opportunity arises I will take advantage of class time to work on the actual 
major work. 
Weeks: The total amount of weeks in a term as well as the total amount of weeks it takes to 
complete the project 
Lessons: 3 lessons a week at around 75 minutes each lesson. Lessons will consist of folio and 
theory work 
Homework: Around twice a week I will work on the production of my Major Work, 
consisting of testing, filming and editing. Each session should last for 1 to 3 hours. 
 
Target Audience 
My film does not have a strict target audience as I have tried to make it as broadly accessible 
as possible. There will be no content that could be deemed offensive or violent due to its 
cartoon and childish nature, however the quality of the product should make it accessible to 
both the markers and the general public if I choose to distribute it further. 

Limitations 
Motivation: As previously stated in the challenges I expect to face, I often have trouble 
getting fully invested in my film projects. This could possibly hinder my productivity and is a 
limitation I must try my hardest to avoid. 
 
Experience in filming: The majority of my experience for this project comes from my 
background of animating for a hobby, and I have little experience in filming. 
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Due date: The due date that my teacher is expecting us to be complete is before the actual 
HSC marking date, reducing our time frame to work on our film. 

Research 

To ensure that I could get the best out of my project, I made sure to heavily research each 

and every aspect of its creation. This includes research on the hardware that I would need, 

as well as the resources that I would need to use such as tutorials and guides. I also heavily 

researched the different animation types that I could use. Below is a mind-map of what I 

aim to research and accomplish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ongoing evaluation of mind-map – Term 3 2013: 
This mind-map proved to be very useful for the research process of my multimedia 
majorwork as it allowed me to set out research goals plans that I would later flesh out and 
expand upon. 

 

  HSC MAJOR WORK 

Drawn to Life 

Possible Animation Types 

2D Frame by 

Frame 

3D 

ANIMATION 

2D Motion 

Tweening 

Processes Masking 

Sound 

Design 

Motion 

Tracking 

Inspiration 
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Short films/Inspiration 

Space Jam (1996): Strangely enough this film served as my 
main inspiration for my HSC Major Work. I remember 
watching it as a younger child and thinking how cool it was 
that a human was interracting with all of these different 
animated characters and that one day I wanted to make a 
movie like Space Jam. Although it does not really reflect 
this in my major work, as the animation is a different style 
and the story is nowhere near the same, this movie sparked 
the idea of animation and real life meeting at a very early 
age for me. 

Materials/Resources 
To ensure that my major work is completed to the highest quality possible I had to do research many 

different hardwares such as cameras, tablets and PC’S. To do this research I compared hardware 

specifications and reviews. 

Camera - The picture quality of my major work is very important as I aim to make it as 

aesthetically pleasing as possible. Unfortunately, to get the best quality possible I’d most likely have 

to spend a fair sum of money for a decent camera. I have looked at the following cameras and chose 

accordingly. 

Fujifilm FinePix S5700, AU$399.00. 

This camera is a reasonabley priced mid-range camera for stills, but is also able to take video. 

According to reviews it is decent for its price range, but the critic review on site C|net say that it may 

not be the best choice for somebody like myself who isn’t that strong with working cameras. 

 

Canon Vixia HV30 $899.99 

This camera much more expensive than the Fujifilm S5700, however is a dedicated camcorder for 

video and from my research on C|net is the better choice between the two.
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However I have also looked at cameras readily available and it turns out I may be able to borrow A 

Canon 600D from one of my friends who is into photography. 

 

Computer – The computer on 

which I create my major work is 

important to consider. I have 

researched my options and explored 

the following pc’s.. 

 

 

Custom Built, personal computer.  

In order to get the best out of my computer, I researched the best parts to 

put inside it. My research led me to acquiring the following specifications. 

 

 

 

 

Old laptop. This laptop is old in the sense that I replaced it with the custom PC, however it does not 

mean that the laptop is of no use. It is moderately powerful, however in my experience I have found 

that it has trouble  with processing after effects renders and things of that nature. However, if I 

choose to work on my laptop it would mean that I could take it anywhere I go. 

PC at my dads house. This PC is not as powervul as my custom built one I keep at my mums most of 

the time, however it is more capable then my laptop. Also, it has no issues with the Adobe products 

and has them readily installed. If I can get them working on my custom PC at my mums, I could bring 

the project between both houses. Below are the specifications for this PC. 
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Drawing Tablet – I will need a drawing tablet to get the most out of the animation in my 

major work, as it allows for more fluid animation. 

 

Bamboo Fun – I currently own one of these tablets, I 

got it for my old laptop. It worked fine with that, 

however with my newer computer I find that the 

monitor is too big for the small in size tablet, not 

matching its resolution making it much harder to draw 

on. I may have to look for alternatives. 

Processes/technologies 

To ensure the highest quality product I also had to do fairly extensive research of many 

differnet processes and technologies. To do this I utilised many different search engines to 

find tutorials for specific techniques that I aimed to impliment in my Multimedia Major 

Work 

Process/technology Description 
Google Search engine used to find websides and information 

After Effects motion 
tracking tutorial 

Basic tutorial on motion tracking 

Video copilot Motion 
Tracking 

In depth tutorial on motion tracking 

How to give life to an 
object with basic 2D 
tracking tutorial 

Combines ideas of motion tracking and animation into a simple 
tutorial 

Introduction to Masking Tutorial on masking that provides an introductory level of detail  

The Animation Bible A Practical Guide to the Art of Animating from Flipbooks 
to Flash 
 

Making your own DVD 
titles 

A guide to making a DVD menu with Adope Photoshop 
and Encore 
 

Location Research Personal research undertaken to determine where would 
be best suitable to film 
 

File format Through the analysis of content on websites and journals I 
was able to discover the best possible file formats for my 
exportation settings 

Tutorial: Color Grading 
using Magic Bullet's 
Colorista 
 

A tutorial on how to colour grade your footage with the 
free plugin Magic Bullet 
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Youtube – ‘After Effects Motion Tracking Tutorial’ 

Source: Acrez HD 

Overview: This tutorial teaches the viewer a very brief summary of the basics of motion tracking in 

After Effects. 

 

I used this tutorial to gain a basic idea of motion tracking. I knew it would prove to be useful due to 

the Like/Dislike ratio of the video as seen in the picture to the side. Due to the fact that it was fairly 

breif, I was only able to get a basic understanding of the technique. However the fact that it was 

extremely easy to follow definitely helped me gain an basic understanding of motion tracking. 

 

 

Application in Project/Evaluation of Research: 

 Watching this tutorial helped me gain a brief yet solid understanding on how to motion track 

in Adobe After Effects 

 This can be intergrated into my film as I can now motion track my animated footage onto 

the real life footage that I have filmed 
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Video co-pilot – ‘Motion Tracking’ 

 

Source: http://www.videocopilot.net/basic/tutorials/05.Motiontracking/ 

Overview: Similarly to the YouTube tutorial, this provided insight on how to use motion tracking. 

However, this video goes into much more depth on things such as contrast and tracking points. 

 

I used this tutorial in correspondence with the one I found on YouTube to gain a more 
developed idea and understanding of the motion tracking technique as it is one of the main 
skills used in the production of my major work. I chose this tutorial as Video CoPilot are very 
well known for their quality tutorials, and because it is a basic after effects tutorial they were 
speaking at a level that a novice like myself could clearly understand and follow 

 

Application in Project/Evaluation of Research: 

 Watching this tutorial helped me gain a more developed and in depth understanding on how 

to motion track in Adobe After Effects 

 This was intergrated into my film as I can now motion track my animated footage onto the 

real life footage that I have filmed 

 

http://www.videocopilot.net/basic/tutorials/05.Motiontracking/
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Youtube – ‘After Effect Effects Tutorial 17, Introduction to Masking’  

Source: Thenewboston 

Overview:  This is a tutorial on masking that provides moderately in depth insight on how to use the 

masking tool in Adobe After Effects. 

 
This tutorial is very useful to me because I will need to frequently apply masks in the editing 
process of my major work, as sometimes my character will disappear behind an item that is 
placed within the real life environment. I used this tutorial to develop a basic idea of how to 
apply the masking tool to footage recorded with my camera.  I chose to follow this tutorial 
because of the high amounts of views, as well as the positive like to dislike ratio the video 
has, indicating that it is helpful. 

Application in Project/Evaluation of Research: 

 Watching this tutorial gave me a solid understanding of how to use the masking tool 
in Adobe After Effects 
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 With this level of knowledge I am then able to apply it during the editing process of 
my Major Work, allowing for a more seamless and  believable integration of my 
animated character into the footage that takes place in real life. 

AeTuts – How to give life to an object with basic 2D tracking. 

Source: AeTuts.com, Emille Nicolas 

Overview: This tutorial was both written and in video form, and was extremely relevant to the 

technique of 2D animation blended with real-time video and I was able to fully implement some of 

the techniques it introduced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Application in Project/Evaluation of Research: 

 Because this tutorial dealt so specifically with an effect I aimed to implement in my 

Multimedia Major Work, I was fully able to use most of the techniques that it taught me 

 Gained a deeper knowledge of how to incorporate 2D animation with real life footage. 
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Youtube – Tutorial: Color Grading using Magic Bullet's Colorista 
 
Source: TunnelVizionTv 
 
Overview: A tutorial on how to colour grade your footage with the free plugin Magic Bullet 
Colorista.  
 

 
 
Application in Project/Evaluation of Research. 

 I used this tutorial to learn how to colour grade my footage, as it is essential that I do 

this to get the most out of my recorded footage. 

 Because of this tutorial I was able to create a better looking film and it increased the 

overall quality of my footage. 
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ANIMATION TYPE TUTORIALS 

3D Animation – Youtube: Blender Tutorial - Basics of Animation 
Source: Youtube user Sandi Pax 
Overview: A basic overview on 3D Animation in Blender 

 

Application in Project/Evaluation 

of Research. 

 This research allowed me to 

broaden my knowledge on other 

types of animation and programs. 

This helped me decide what style of 

animation to use throughout the 

selection and justification section of 

my folio. 

 

 

 

 
2D Animation – Youtube: Flash CS5 Tutorial - Basic Motion Tween 
Source: Flashyoda 
Overview: A basic look at the motion tweening style of animation in Adobe Flash CS5 

 

 

Application in Project/Evaluation 

of Research. 

 Similarly to the Blender 

tutorial, this research allowed me 

to expand on my knowledge of 

tweened animation influenced my 

final decision into what animation 

type I would be using for my HSC 

majorwork 
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2D Frame By Frame Animation. Book, ‘The Animation 

Bible’  

 

Source: Amazon.com (purchase), Maureen Furniss (Author)   

Overview: This book serves as a practical guide to the art of  

frame by frame animation, including cell based animation, 

flip books and Flash. 

This books covers every aspect of production of animation, 

from the development of concepts, choosing a medium and 

creating characters all the way to how to seek further 

distribution once the animation is done. It also contains 

several case studies that illustrate the successes and 

difficulties experienced by professional animators.  

Application in Project/Evaluation of Research. 

 Proved to be extremely useful throughout the entire process of the creation of my 

major work. 

 Helped me with character design, and provided many insightful walking cycles I 

could further apply to my animation. 

 To utilise these cycles, I placed images like the one pictured above in a Flash project file and 

drew my character on top of the body, tracking its leg movements with the one in the 

picture. This helped me to get extremely smooth walking animations that I had feared I 

would not have been able to get 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Evaluation of Animation Research: Researching these particular animation styles gave me 
an idea of what to expect if I were to choose either one for my major work. This research 
influenced my final decision which can be found in the Selection and Justification section of 
this portfolio. 
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Location:  
The location was an important factor to consider, as it had to be a good place for the character in my 

film to interact with. I had three options to choose from: 

School: A concrete environment, but lots of places for the cartoon to interact with. However, I 

would be limited in the availability of certain areas, and filming at school would leave more 

opportunities to be interrupted. This fits well with the storyboard as I have some scenes where a 

location like this is needed. Because this project is a school project, there will be little opposition in 

me filming here 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

Dads house: Close to school however doesn’t exactly fit with what I had envisioned in my 

storyboard. However, I think I will work around it and film here and at school. I’ll tailor the 

storyboard to accommodate these changes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mums house: This location fitted my original image of what the location would look like when 

filming my major work, however it is out of the way from the other filming area (School) and I think 

it would be best to do the filming at my Dads house. 

Evaluation: My film requires for its animated character to fully interact with features in a suburban 

landscape. In order to fit this requirement I decided to film at both my dad’s house, as well as school  

However after filming I decided that the school scenes would take up too much time so I just ended 

up only filming at my Dads house. It provided all the necessary landscapes and was useful. 
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Presentation: 

Tutorial: ‘Making your own DVD menus’  
Source: AdobeTV  

Overview:  A tutorial on how to create your own DVD menus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Through my research I have come to the conclusion that to fully present my major work I will put it 

on a DVD disk with an interactive menu, with bonus features and a scene selection. To learn how to 

do this I watched this very tutorial on Adobe TV.  

Application in project/Evaluation of Research. 

 I learnt the basics of Adobe Encore 
 I also learnt how to make a basic DVD menu to present my film. 
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Selection and Justification  

of Ideas and Materials 

 

Animation types: 
There are many different styles of  animation out there these days, and this was a very 
important decision I had to make throughout the creation of my multimedia major work. I 
heavily researched the following types as what I pick will end up influencing the aesthetic 
and very nature of my short film. I will first decide on an animation type to use, then 
implement it with real life footage in a compiling software. 

Options: 

Options: Attributes: 
2D Animation - Motion Tweening Motion tween is a form animation that 

enables one to manipulate an objects scale, 
size, rotation, position etc.  
Pros: Don’t have to re-draw every frame 
More time efficient. 
Cons: Doesn’t fit sketch aesthetic and 
doesn’t look as impressive. 

Blender - 3D Animation  3D Animation is a skill that is very popular 
these days as it requires skill and patience to 
master. Blender provides animators with the 
tools to freely create their own 3D models 
and animate them 
Pros: 3D modeling is very impressive and 
would look extremely god combined with 
real life footage 
Cons: High learning curve, very difficult 
Extremely time consuming due to render 
times etc. 

2D Animation – Frame by Frame Frame by frame animation is a more 
traditional animation method consisting of 
drawing and re-drawing  frames to create the 
illusion of movement: 
Pros: Fits the theme of my film as it looks 
like sketching 
I know how to do it as I have experience 
Cons: VERY time consuming and repetitive 

 

Selection: 
The style of animation that I select will heavily determine the aesthetic and overall quality of 
my HSC major work. It is for this reason I have decided to select 2D frame by frame method 
of animation. 
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Justification: 
I chose 2D frame by frame animation for many different reasons. For one, I feel as if tweened 
or 3D animation will not accurately reflect the style that I aim to achieve throughout my film. 
Although frame by frame is time consuming, its very rewarding and in my opinion has a 
unique aesthetic. Also I simply don’t have the time to render out every little animation in a 
3D Animation program as that can take weeks. 

Materials/Resources 
Computer- 
A computer with suitable programs is a necessary tool I will have to use to create my major 
work.  
Options:  
Dads Home Computer 
Model: HP P6370A 
Processor: Intel Core i3 CPU – 2.93GHz 
Installed memory (RAM): 4.00 GB  
Hard Drive: 100GB 
System type: 64-bit OS   

Monitor: 24” Flat screen 

Custom Build Personal Computer 
Processor: AMD FX-8120 Eight-Core Processor- 3.10GHz  
Installed memory (RAM): 16.0 GB  
Hard Drive: 1TB 
System type: 64-bit OS  
Monitor: 26” Flat screen  
DVD Burner: No 

School Computer 
Model: Lenovo7360BB5 
Processor: Dual 2.60 GHz Pentium Dual-Core E5300 
Installed memory (RAM): 1.85GB 
Monitor: 22” Flat Screen 
DVD Burner: Yes 
 
Personal Laptop 
Model: Toshiba satellite l7500 
Processor: AMD Phenom II P960 Quad-Core Processor 
1.80GHz 
Installed memory (RAM): 4.00GB 
System type: 64-bit OS 
Monitor: 15.6” 
DVD Burner: No  
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Selection: 
Because a computer is completely necessary for all parts of the development of my major 
work including the animating, compiling of footage and creation of the folio I have decided 
to use each computer in conjunction with one another when necessary. I will use my custom 
built PC for the majority of the intensive editing, as its Eight-Core Processor and 16GB of 
RAM make rendering an effortless task. However, I will use the home computer at my dads 
house as a backup if I am unable to access my own PC. I will do the majority of my 
theory/folio work on the school computers as well as my laptop, which I will also use to work 
on animation. 
 
Justification 
The decision to use each computer in conjunction with one another stems primarily from 
factors of accessibility and convenience. Because of the fact that I am moving between 
houses every two or three weeks, it is difficult to bring my custom PC with me every time I 
swap houses. It is for this reason that I will be doing the bulk of my editing on my PC, 
however when inaccessible I will be using the home PC at my dads house. However I can 
bring my laptop with me, and although it is not strong enough to do much work in After 
Effects, I can effortlessly animate and work on my folio when necessary. I can also do this on 
the school computers, which I aim to take advantage of when possible. 
 
Microphone 
Options: 
Logitech G35 Headset Mic (Already owned) -  
Primary use: Gaming 
Pros: Convenience 
Cons: Bad-medium quality 
Accessories: None. 

Samsung Studio Condenser C01U (Bought for major 
work)  
Primary use: Recording vocals & instrumentals 
Pros: Good-high quality (dependent on mix) 
Cons: Portability 
Accessories: Stand & pop filter 

Selection: 
I need to use a good quality microphone to ensure the best quality film because the vast 
majority of the films audio will be recorded in post-production. Although I was already in 
possession of the G35 headset and mic, I felt that it was not up to the standard that was 
required. Because of this, I purchased the Samsung C01U for use in my multimedia major 
work.  
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Justification: 
This selection is based entirely on the quality on the microphone, as the C01U is a studio 
condenser mic it offers a much higher quality to that of the G35. The mic also came with a 
stand and pop filter, offering an even higher standard of audio quality. 

Camera 
Options 
Canon 600d – Friends camera 
Video Resolution: Full HD 1080p video and below 
Zoom: Dependant on lense 
Storage: 16GB Memory  Card 
Display: 3.0 Inch Colour LCD Screen 

Sony Cyber-Shot DSC P100 – School Camera 
Video Resolution: 640x 480 
Zoom: 3x Optical Zoom, 2x Digital Zoom 
Storage Space: 2GB Flash Memory 
Display: 2.5 Inch Colour LCD 3 Screen 
 

Selection 
A digital camera was required in my film, as I have to record several real life sequences to 
then have my draw character interact with. Even though the school offered a camera, I found 
it to not be up the standard of recording I required, as it only shot up to 640x 480p film. Once 
learning this I started looking for available cameras and a friend offered to lend me his Canon 
600d. 
 

Justification 
This choice was based primarily on both quality and limitations. It was ideal in the selection 
of my camera I went with the one with the highest possible quality as I am aiming for a very 
aesthetically appealing major work. This happened to be my friends, as it can shoot full HD 
1080p videos, and had a much lager available memory we could shoot for longer periods of 
time. This initial decision was also based on the fact that if I had chosen the camera the 
school had offered I would be restricted to filming only at school.  

Also, in order for the school camera to reach the standard resolution setting of 720x576p it 
would have to artificially scaled up, massively reducing quality. Although I’m shooting in 
1080p, which is above the natural DVD resolution I would rather scale down the DVD 
quality and still have a decent looking film with no pixels and obvious signs of stretching, 
reducing the quality of my film. 
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Drawing device 
Options 
SteelSeries GuildWars Gaming Mouse: 
Features:  

 Programmable keys  
 High sensitivity 

 
 

 

 

Bamboo Fun Drawing Tablet: 
Features: 

 Emulates drawing with pencil on paper  
 Full integration with Adobe Flash, Photoshop etc. 
 Pressure sensitive 
 125 x 85mm work area 

 

 

 

 

Selection: 
A decent drawing input device is a crucial component in the creation of my major work, as it 
will allow for a higher quality of animation and precision when drawing and animating the 
cartoon character that the film focuses around. For this reason I have selected the Bamboo 
Fun Drawing Tablet, however I will still use a mouse when editing video that doesn’t require 
me to draw. I also may have to replace my tablet at some point during the term for a bigger 
one, as I have trouble working it on my larger monitor. 

 

Justification: 
I chose to go with the Bamboo tablet as I felt that it conveniently emulated the feel of a pencil 
on paper when animating, allowing for a higher quality of animation in my multimedia major 
work that a regular computer mouse could not possibly offer. Also the fact that it comes fully 
integrated with Flash is very helpful as I may be doing most of my animation in that program. 
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Processes/technologies  

Animation softwares 
Adobe Flash cs5-  

 Lots of experience in this program  
 Can easily accomplish frame by frame and tween based animation  
 However flash is known to crash and can be fairly unreliable. 
 Similar layout to other animation/Adobe products, familiarity.  

 

Toon Boom.  

 This is a 2D animation program  
 Has more extensive features than flash such as bone-

tweening and a wider selection of Gradient colours. 
 I have no experience in this program 

Selection 
The animation in my major work absolutely has to be as good and as smooth as possible, for 
this reason I have decided to choose Adobe Flash for the animation in my Multimedia Major 
Work. 

Justification 
This is because I have a lot more experience with this program, and although it can 
sometimes freeze I absolutely do not have time to re-learn a new animation program 

Image Editing: 
Adobe Photoshop cs5 – 

 Extensive options in regards to almost every aspect of 
image editing  

 Integrated with tablet 
 Lots of experience 

Paint 

 Awful 
 No options in anything 

Selection  
I’ll use image editing software to draw the character concept models/storyboard that I will 
use in my major work. I have chosen to use Photoshop 
 
Justification 
This is because of it much more extensive list of options 
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Special Effects: 
Adobe After Effects cs5-  

 Designed for altering and manipulating video footage commonly used in 
the industry 

 Offers features like green screening, masking, motion capture and many, 
many more. 

 Steep learning curve but high payoff 

Sony Vegas pro 11 

 A more basic video editing software used in the industry 
 Offers features such as green screening 
 Fairly easy entry difficulty, however is limited in its video editing 

options 
 Difficult layout 

Selection: 
I needed a software that could offer special effect techniques such as motion tracking and 
masking to compile my animated figure on top of it. I selected Adobe After Effects 

Justification 
I chose to go with After Effects solely because of the fact it offered techniques of motion 
tracking and masking, as they are an essential requirement for the completion of my 
multimedia film. 
 
Video compiling/editing 
Adobe Premier Pro 

 Clean and easy user interface, 
 Similar to iMovie or Windows Movie Maker  
 Similar keyboard shortcuts to other Adobe products. 
 In my experience it is prone to frequent crashes 

Sony Vegas 11 

 Unfriendly UI  
 Bare-bone approach to video compiling  
 More capable than Premier in regards to the cutting of video.  
 Vastly more stable and less prone to out of nowhere  
 Fully capable of recording sound over video in the timeline 

Selection 
I need a good compiling program to edit together and make the final cut of all the scenes that 
I edited and Adobe After Effects, I chose to go with Sony Vegas. 
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Justification 
I chose Vegas primarily because you can record live sound over a video in the timeline, as 
this is what I am doing in regards to creating the audio tracks for the film. I also chose it 
because it is way less prone to crashes. 

Word Processing: 
Microsoft Word 2010- 

 Easy interface 
 Used on almost every computer, widely accessible 
 Simple and easy to use 

Google Documents 

 Can only access through internet 
 Not commonly used 
 Saved on a cloud system 

Selection: 
A good word processing program is needed to complete my folio. I chose to go with 
Microsoft Word 

Justification 
I chose word because it’s used on almost every computer and is widely accessible to 
everybody. Also, I can access it if I’m in a position where I have no internet as Google 
Documents can only be accessed through an internet connection. 

Audio editing & manipulation 

Audacity- 

 Free and widely accessible 
 Offers basic and standard audio editing capabilities 
 Very easy to use in relation to editing files from Sony Vegas 

Adobe Audition 

 Offers extensive capabilities in regards to mixing, manipulating and 
editing audio files 

 Comes with the Master Collection  
 Difficult to use 

Selection 
I need a good audio editing and manipulation software because as previously stated I am 
compiling 100% of the films Audio. I will most likely be using both these programs in 
conjunction with one another 
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Justification – Because I can use Audacity for simple editing and Audition for more detailed 

Colour Grading 

Magic Bullet Colourista 

 Free program, plugin for Adobe After Effects 
 Allows for basic colour grading 
 Only free colour grading plugin available 

Selection: 
In order to ensure that I get the highest quality possible out of my footage I have selected the 
free plugin Magic Bullet Colourista. 

File types 
Animation: 
.SWF –  

 Can be exported straight from a .Fla in Adobe Flash 
 Can be imported straight into Adobe After Effects 
 Low file size 
 Can’t be imported into Sony Vegas as it is native to Adobe 

products 

.AVI –  

 Considered the best file type for video 
 Difficult to find the best export settings 
 Once exported from flash it can be imported into any video editing 

software 
 Larger file size 

Selection 
I need to use the correct file size for two main reasons. One, to ensure the highest possible 
quality for my product, and two in order to save time on exports and conversions. It is for this 
reason that I have chosen to use a .swf 

Justification 
I chose to use the .swf because as previously stated, it can be directly 
imported into Adobe After Effects which is where I’ll be doing the 
bulk of my editing. This will hopefully save me a lot of time and 
effort to be applied elsewhere. 
Audio 
.MP3 

 Lower quality 
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 Low file size 
 Easily transferrable  
 Highly compressed 

.WAV 

 Native sound format for windows 
 Less compressed than .MP3 
 Higher quality 
 Larger file size 

Selection: 
Because I am creating the vast majority of the films audio (minus the music) from scratch, it 
is extremely important that I find and use the highest possible quality file format. It is for this 
reason I have chosen the .WAV 

Justification: 
I have chosen the .Wav file type because I can simply not afford to lose any quality like I 
would if I chose the HIGHLY compressed .mp3 format. I need to make sure that all audio I 
incorporate into my major work is of the highest quality.  

Video 
 
.WMV 

 File native to the Windows operating system 
 Decent quality 
 Less export options available than an .AVI format 
 Compatible with DVD players 

.AVI 

 Considered the best file type for video 
 Has a wide selection of export settings 
 Larger file size 
 Compatible with DVD players 

Selection: 

I have chosen to use the .AVI file type because of its higher quality export options as well. 

Justification 

I chose this file type based on convenience and quality. 
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Development of Ideas 

Before I even started working on my multimedia movie I knew what I wanted to achieve. I 
wanted to create a short, 2-3 minute film that pushes my limit skill wise in terms of programs 
used, hardware I incorporated and the standard of quality achieved. I want to compile flash 
animation on top of real life footage and seamlessly integrate it. Before this year, the majority 
of my film experience had been in Adobe Flash. I had self-taught myself the program from an 
early age and I’ve become very familiar with the ins and outs of it. However early on I was 
tempted to do the majority of my film as a Flash animation but I decided that would be too 
easy to achieve as it would be too familiar for me and I wouldn’t be pushing myself in terms 
of multi-media skill the way I want to. Also, the end result would turn out worse if I only 
used Flash. 

However I also have a fair amount of experience directing film projects for multimedia and in 
my free-time. However when editing I’ve only ever made the final cuts some special effects 
such as motion tracking, but not the colour grading and aesthetic enhancements. I’ll have to 
learn how to do this more efficiently for my movie. 

I then decided that I would use a variety of programs/new hardware. I got a drawing tablet the 
previous Christmas but I hadn’t really used it for a full project and decided now would be a 
good opportunity to further my skill with it. For the film itself, I’ve decided upon using 
primarily Adobe Flash and After Effects for the bulk of the work, however I will do the 
compiling of all footage in Sony Vegas for the final film. 

For the audio in the film, I debated using a microphone to capture audio while filming and 
have the actual sound that’s getting recorded or recording JUST video when filming with the 
camera, and building the sound from scratch in post-production. I have decided to go with 
building the audio from scratch, as I feel it will give the video a unique aspect of depth, 
adding to my skill-set. 

I’ve decided I don’t want it to have a core narrative or story that makes sense in linear terms, 
but rather possibly symbolic and metaphorical as well as aesthetically impressing. 

Inspiration for and selection of Genre and techniques. 

While drawing inspiration and selecting the genre for my major work I had decided on a 
sedimentary, overall theme. This being that of a simplistic, approachable and fun cartoon 
experience mixed on top of aesthetically pleasing real world footage. If I could achieve this, 
then I would have a visually and technically impressive major work with a large and open 
demographic. This meant that I avoided possible issues with violence etc, as that can 
drastically reduce your mark. 

 Thematically my main inspiration for this childlike theme draws from an episode titled 
“Thank You” from the popular Cartoon Network show “Adventure Time”. The episode 
follows the life of a young cartoon wolf cub and his interactions with his surroundings. The 
episode develops a sense of child like wonder, and that’s something that I have aimed to 
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recreate in my major work. To the side is a fan made picture 
based on the episode that accurately reflects both the theme and 
technical aspects that I tried to take inspiration from in the 
development of my Major Work. 

Sketching and Idea generation 

Idea Generation 

My idea for the character design went through two main phases. 

Initially, as seen in earlier storyboards, the animated character 

was to be a moving liquid figure that was shaped depending on 

the environment around it. This initial character was to be loosely 

based on the Pokémon character known as Muk, as seen here - 

In terms of interacting with the environment; the character would 

alter his shape by stretching and moulding its shape. I had the idea that it would use this to 

interact with movable objects such as doors or windows, shrinking itself to a size that could 

fit under them, and then enlarging itself to push it open. However, the story for this 

character focused more around the actor in the film discovering the monster and I thought 

that it would be a better idea to have it revolve around the character itself. I then came up 

with the second character design to cater to this new theme. 

The second design is based off the character design of the “Fire Wolf Cub” from popular 

Cartoon network program Adventure Time, as 

seen here. I felt that the change would allow for 

a more accessible story, while still displaying my 

creativity and skills as an animator. A rough 

version of my interpretation of this character 

can be seen in the raw footage of my filming in 

the scene where a fox is being drawn, seen to 

the side. This version of the character is a very 

rough sketch as I had to rush the drawing as it 

was being filmed, for use in the movie. When 

bringing this drawing to life, I fleshed out its 

design to appear fuller and fit the original fire 

cub more accurately. However, I still 

intentionally kept the design simple, to 

strengthen the idea that the creature is just a 

quick scribble of a drawing that was magically 

brought to life. 
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Sketching 

Below are some rough sketches and concept designs of these earlier character designs I did 

in the later weeks of term four 2012.  

From these you can see I have a general Idea of what I want these characters to do, and I had 
some key scenes already planned out in my head that would later be implemented in my final 
product. As previously stated, my film was originally supposed to include a sentient slime 
figure that would change its form depending on the environmental circumstances it would 
find itself in. Below a more in-depth digitally made character sheet can be seen, again from 
late term four. I have also included a similar character sheet for my final character design.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2
 Term Two 2013 
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Ongoing Character Evaluation Term 4 2012: So far I have decided that this motion 
tweening/slime idea will be hard to pull off and am brainstorming a second idea which can be 
below. I also feel that a motion tweened character won’t fit the idea of a sketched drawing 
coming to life. 

 

 

Ongoing Evaluation Term 2 2013: Above you can see I started to design another possible 
character for my multimedia major work and planned out some scenes. This sketch was 
drawn early term one of this year. I drew it as the dog idea seemed like a more do-able 
concept and I figured it fit the video thematically 

 

On the next page you will find the first draft storyboard that I had created for my major work 
including this original tweened slime character. However, I changed it early in the first term 
of 2013 as I felt that I wanted to take my major work into a different direction. I felt that the 
story that I was creating was not widely accessible, and was just generally kind of weird. I 
still think it’s a cool concept, but this storyboard is somewhat underdeveloped and if I ever 
want to work on it in the future I think it would need to be thoroughly fleshed out. 
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Although this idea did seem intriguing, the general consensus that I got when asking for 

opinions from people was that it was too dark, and focused more on creepiness as opposed 

to a display of skill. From there, I decided to completely re-draw the storyboard, using the 

fox character that I had also thought would be suitable for my major work. I decided to 

make the theme have a much lighter theme that would be widely accessible, and instead of 

an intrusive slime creature the film would centre around an approachable and cute natured 

cartoon wolf/fox creature. It would follow the creature from its creation to its destruction, 

and would be filled with interactions between the animated creature and the real life world. 

I drew up a storyboard over two weeks, and was happy with the end result. This Storyboard 

can be seen on the pages below.  

 

Ongoing Evaluation Term 3 2013: In regards to the changing of my storyboard I’d say I 

made a very good decision. Not only was my new idea (the one seen in the video) much 

more achievable, I feel it also made for a better viewing experience. This is because of its 

childlike and fun nature paired with the new frame by frame animation style made for a 

much more accessible video. 
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Final Storyboard (sketches) 
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Prototyping, Modelling and Testing 

In the weeks leading up to the actual production of my major work I had tested many of the 
techniques and skills that I had aimed to implement in my project. I did this to gain a better 
understanding of the programs and skills without having to worry about me using the actual 
finished product of these tests in my major work. 

Tweened Animation/intergration with real life footage: 
Initially I was considering animating my major work in the tweened animation technique. 
This would mean that I wouldn’t have to re-draw everything frame by frame and would be a 
huge time saver. However I ultimately felt that it did not accurately reflect the stylistic 
approach I wanted to take with my major work.   

 
The picture to the 
side you can see me 
motion tweens in 
Adobe Flash. I used 
a chair in the 
background to use as 
a reference for when 
I would then 
combine it with real 
life footage.  

(Note: to see testing and process of real life footage/animation see pages 37, 38, 50 & 51) 
 

Frame by Frame Flash animation 
Frame by frame animation was an extremely important skill for me to test before I had began 
production on my major work because the animation work is 50% of the editing and special 
effects that went into my project 

Above is a freeze frame of 
one of the many animations 
that I did during this time of 
testing. I created it in the 
same program I created my 
animated segments in for my 
actual major work. Creating 
these short animations really 
helped me get back into 
animating as it had been a 
while since I had last done it. 

Although not directly related to my major-work they still proved to be extremely useful. 
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Motion Tracking/Implementing animation to Real life footage 

During the holidays I also created a short film that had a character that was an animated beam 
of light. To do this I used frame by frame animation to create the character, and motion 
tracked him on top of real life footage once imported into After Effects. The result of this can 
be seen below. 

 

 
This test proved to be extremely useful, as it let me practise two of the most important 
techniques that would go into my film. These being frame by frame animation, and then 
motion tracking this on top of real life footage. These two effects combined take up around 
80% of all the editing in my major work, so practising them proved to be extremely useful. 
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Production and work Drawings  
 
To the side you can see an image taken 
from one of the school scenes that was 
later cut. Although these scenes didn’t 
make the final version of my film this 
exact shot can be seen in the 9th panel of 
my storyboard, showing how accurately I 
tried stayed in relation to my original plan 
throughout the creative process.  

 
The character in the above picture is accurate to the character seen throughout the rest of the 
film. It is a lot more refined compared to the sketch versions seen in my character design 
sheets and the rushed drawing the actor did in the scene where he doodles him. I chose this 
design it still keeps its simplicity of a sketch, and reflect that it is after all a simple creature 
that has been drawn to life. Below you can see the picture drawn by the actor that I am 
referring to as well as production pictures from my Flash and After Effects project files. 
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SWOT Analysis 

Overview: 
A SWOT analysis is an industrial process that is used to evaluate the strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats of somebody and their project. First , one creates two charts for the analysis 
of themselves and their product, with a section in each chart for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 
and threats.   
SWOT analysis of myself 

Strengths Weaknesses 
 Experience and background in flash 

animation 
 Decent level of experience in 

background 
 Lots of experience in manipulation 

and placement of audio files 
 Enjoy film making, drawing and 

animating 
 Experience in other programs such as 

Audacity, Sony Vegas and Photoshop 

 Poor time management skills 
 Procastination 
 Can find it hard to get involved with a 

project, leading to a lack of 
investment and interest 

 Not a lot of time spent behind a 
camera, working it etc. 

Opportunities Threats 
 Gain lots of experience in After 

Effects, Flash, Sony Vegas  
 Improve time management 
 Improve directing skills 

 Another major work that also needs 
time devoted to it 

 I could mess up and ruin my 
rank/HSC mark 

 Could lose motivation 
 

SWOT analysis of my product 

Strengths Weaknesses 
 Fun concept 
 Visually and technically impressive  
 Enjoyable to watch 
 Wide demographic 
 Deeper message 

 Visually it may not cater to 
everybody’s tastes 

 Could be seen as too “childish” 
 

Opportunities Threats 
 Good to have on a reel for future 

ventures in 
film/university/employment 

 Have a solid piece of work to show 
for myself. 

 Solid piece of work to show for 
myself 

 Increase overall rank in multimedia 
 Get a band six, good ATAR 

 It could go for too long, people could 
get bored or tired of watching it 

 If a piece of hardware breaks it could 
seriously hinder the production of my 
product 
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Design and/or design modification including materials, 
components and process 

 
Modifications: 
Throughout the design stage of my major-work, I had planned to shoot a few scenes at my 
school like in my storyboard. I did end up filming this section, and I did a lot of my testing 
with this footage. However during the editing process I noticed that my movie was running 
for too long. Because of this I cut this section out of the movie, as it was more of the same 
effects I already had and I felt that it made the whole thing drag on too much. As seen below, 
I had the school scene in my storyboard, and I had tested some animation on the footage I 
filmed 
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As well as the sequence mentioned above, I also made some changes from my storyboard 
towards the later half of my movie. What I had intended to have happen was the creature 
would fall off the balcony when exploring the house environment, bounce onto a set of rails 
and end up flying into the students bag. However I found this was too many shots and too 
complicated to fit it in an efficient manner and my teacher had suggested that I add some 
coloured creatures to the film. I took this opportunity to change the scene to include a drawn 
spider and bird, and have the bird take my creature to the student’s bag. This allowed me to 
cut the complicated scenes but add some new characters to my film. 
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Evidence of project management 

Term four 2012 Diary 

Week Plan Achieved?  Comments 

1 Start Design and 
management section of the 
Portfolio 

No At this point in the term we 
haven’t seen exactly what it 
is that we need to complete, 
so that made doing this 
somewhat difficult,  
however I do have a loose 
idea of what I’ll be doing 

2 Development of Ideas Yes Although not complete, I 
have started to work on my 
Development of Ideas 
section of the portfolio 

3 Statement of Intent No Instead of this I continued 
on my Development of ideas 

Research Yes I started looking at videos 
etc that explore my idea 

4 Development of Ideas Yes I’m genuinely interested in 
my film now so I’m 
developing Ideas more 

5 Statement of Intent Yes Have enough of an idea of 
what I’ll do, I’ve started to 
work on this 

6 Selection and Justification Yes Started 

7 SWOT Analysis Yes Completed, fairly easy to 
manage 

8 Finance Plan Yes Started to count finances 

9 Improve Folio Yes Working on folio due next 
week 

10 Improve Folio Yes Completed first draft of 
design section of the folio 
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Term one 2013 Diary: 

Week Plan Achieved?  Comments 

1 Finish statement of intent/ 
 Timeline plan/ Research 
to hand in next week 

Yes (all) Completed pretty easily (all) 

2 Start experimenting in 
flash/after effects 

Yes Completed without a hassle, 
am more familiar with AE 
now and comfortable with 
Flash 

3 Work on theory and testing Yes Theory has been relatively 
easy and the testing is going 
smoothly 

4 Continue testing & 
research some more, start 
work on storyboard 

Yes Bored of all the theory, 
excited to finish 
storyboarding outside of the 
effects going to be used 

5 Work on storyboard for 
filming, research locations 
to shoot the major work 

Yes Finished a brief storyboard, 
needs development. I’m not 
too keen on some of the 
ideas however.  

6 Re-write storyboard Yes Came up with a better  idea. 

7 EXAMS   

8 EXAMS   

9 Film Yes Completely finished filming 
for the major-work 

10 Finish first full folio draft Yes  
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Term two 2013 Diary: 

Week Plan Achieved?  Comments 

1 Work on folio, add more 
testing etc 

Yes I got around to this towards 
the end of the week 

2 Start editing the film Yes I only did the first couple 
shots, no animation yet 
however it shouldn’t be too 
hard. 

3 Continue editing  No I procrastinated a lot this 
week. 

4 Continue editing  Yes Started to improve on my 
basic animation frames and 
implementing  them with my 
footage 

5 EXAMS  I didn’t get time to work on 
my major work this week 

6 EXAMS  I didn’t get the chance to 
work on my major work this 
week. 

7 Continue editing Yes In school assessment this 
term is our completed major 
work, working to finish for 

next week 

8 Finish editing Yes It was a lot of hard work but 
I ended up getting it done 

9 Study for Multimedia 
trails and finish folio 

Yes This was relatively easy to 
do as I had already done 
most of my Multimedia 
Folio 
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Time Plans: 

Key 
Aim Actual 

completion 

 
Term 4 

Portfolio Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 

Statement of 
intent 

          
          

Research           
          

Brainstorm 
develop ideas 

          
          

Selection and 
justification 

          
          

Deveolopment 
of ideas 

          
          

Design and/or 
modifications 

          
          

Evidence of 
project 
management 

          
          

WhS and safe 
working pratices 

          
          

Fix/Re-design parts 
of the folio 

          
          

 
Term 1 

Portfolio Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 
EXAMS 

Week 8 
EXAMS 

Week 9 Week 10 

Complete a draft 
of first part of 
folio 

          
          

Experiment in 
flash/AE  

          
          

Learn more on 
Masking/tracking 
in AE 

          

          
Storyboard           

          
Research location           

          
Test effects learnt           

          
Film the major 
work 

          
          

Complete 
production section 
of folio 

          

          
Start editing on 
major work 

          
          

 

Term Two 
Portfolio Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 

EXAMS 
Week 6 
EXAMS 

Week 7  Week 8  Week 9 

Improve folio          
         

Continue testing          
         

Edit/Finish major 
work 

         

          

Ongoing Time Plan Evaluation 

Term 4: So far as of this term the time plan has proved to be very useful giving me general times to complete my goals 
Term 1: Similarly to last term this plan has been useful. Although I haven’t always been completing things on time it has 
still helped immensely with my time management skills 
Term 2: This term I have been doing the bulk of my actual editing and the time plan has helped me plan this and work 
efficiently. It has also helped me finish my major work way ahead of time, giving me time to study for trial HSC and no 
need to make a time plan for term 3 
Final Evaluation: For the final evaluation of my Time Plan please refer to page 67 
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Finance Plan 

Products Costs  
Electricity 

 

School supplies it, $100 
At home bills must be payed, $60 

Computer 
 

School computer, $1000 
Home computers, $1500 + $1500 

Drawing tablet 

 

Bamboo fun - $200 

Camera 

 
 
Microphone 

 

Canon 600d - $500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Samsung C01U- $180 

Software 

 

Adobe Master Collection CS5 - $1500 
Audacity – Free 
Sony Vegas - $600 
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Printers 

 

School printers - $300 
Home printers - $150 

Ink 

 

School ink - $250 

USB/Hard Drives 

 

16gb USB - $20 
1tb portable hard-drive - $80 

Internet 

 

School internet - Free 
Home internet - $50 

 
Transport 

 

 
Public Transport - $6/week 

 
Finance Plan evaluation: Term Three 2013 
There were many different costs for my Major work, and all up the cost adds up to around 
$5250 dollars. However, I did not have to pay for many of these things up front as the school 
already had some of them, as did I. 

However I was willing to spend money on several of these aspects. Specifically I ended up 
paying for the Samsung CO1U Microphone, Bamboo Fun Drawing Tablet and several 
months of internet and electricity.  
 
Taking this into consideration I spend roughly $1380 over around a six-eight month period. 
I’d suggest that this expense is fairly reasonable, and was very worth the results. 
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Record of Production 

After the planning stage of my Major Work was complete, I soon began filming my major-
work. This took up two individual days, one shoot at my School (although this footage later 
was cut for time,) and another at my home. I was strictly following my planned storyboard 
throughout this filming process, and our shoots went very smoothly. When filming I was 
extremely mindful of the shots that I was getting, as they had to be fairly stable and not pan 
too much so I could then motion-track my animated creature onto the footage. I had also 
intentionally shot all the film without sound, as I would then build it 
from first hand recordings and with sounds from sound libraries my 
self. 

Once I had the footage that I needed I imported it ALL into After 
Effects. From here I would preview each clip, selecting the suitable 
ones and deleting the ones that I would end up not needing. 

My after effects Library can be seen to the aside. 

Once I had the footage that I would actually end up using I began to 
edit the film. For each individual scene of my movie I created a new 
composition within my project file. When done with the particular 
scene, I exported it out as a .mov and assembled them one by one in 
Sony Vegas as it allowed me to record sound. 

  
The very first sequence can be seen above, and was an introduction that faded in, and started 
with the actor studying on a table, eventually getting bored, drawing a quick doodle of a dog 
on scrap piece of paper. Although this may not sound all too difficult, I had to make sure that 
my footage linked up correctly when cutting between each of my shots. I had multiple camera 
angles to do this as when filming I was aware that I would be piecing the shots together later. 
In the picture on the previous page, you can see how many cuts I had to make between the 
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footage in the project time-line. In order to 
achieve the fade in and fade out of this 
scene, I had to use key-frames that would 
change the opacity of my footage depending 
on how I wanted it to. Below is a picture 
showing the opacity changing keyframes 
that I used many scenes, but was first 
introduced in the opening shot.. 

In this shot there was also some RAW 
footage that had a different depth of field to 
the rest of the film. This was when it was 
zoomed in on the character being drawn. 
When filming I had this done purposefully, 
as it provided aesthetic variety that could not 
have otherwise been achieved    

The above picture is of my After Effects Project File when I was cutting together this first scene. You can 

see in the timeline towards the bottom of the picture how many different shots I used for one scene. 

You can also see in the preview box the drawing shot with the different depth of field I mentioned 

before.  
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After this initial scene was edited together, I saved it and started a new composition to 
include the next sequence of events. This was to be a translucent blob to from over the paper 
where the creature was drawn, which would eventually form into the very creature. This 
would then walk off, jump down a chair and out of the door. 

To achieve this I had to start working on frame-by frame animation in animation software 
Flash. I loaded the program, and imported a frame of the footage that I would be animating 
over and used it as a reference for me to know where I would be animating the blob form. 
This process can be seen below. 

 
As seen above frame-by frame animation consists of drawing and re-drawing an image over 
several frames to create the illusion of movement. This is what I used for the animation 
throughout my whole project, although I did find some shortcuts around the tediousness. In 
the picture above I animating the form that would eventually turn into the character of film. 
Once this was complete I deleted the reference image of the footage, and exported the 
animation as a .swf file.  
 

From here I imported the .swf into After Effects, and placed it on a layer above the footage. 
In order to make it look like it was moving with the actual camera I used motion tracking. 
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Motion Tracking refers to the effect of recording the movement of a select section of footage, 
applying those movements to a null object and then attaching your desired footage to that 
object. This would then apply the camera movements of the original footage to your 
additional film. I used this throughout my project to seamlessly integrate animation and real 
time footage. 

 
As seen in the picture to the side, 
I used this technique to apply the 
formation to the real life footage. 
In order to properly track its 
movements, I had to highlight a 
point of contrast for the tracker 
to follow. For this point I used 
the lid of the blue pen that I 
deliberately placed there for that 
purpose. 

Once this was tracked and implemented it, I then changed several aspects of the original .swf 
file to make it look more cinematic and aesthetically pleasing. This included shifting the 
opacity down and adding several lighting 
effects such as CC lighburst as seen below. 

I then had this formation form into the creature 
that the student had drawn in the scene before 
this. To Achieve this I briefly cut the shot 
away to one of a chair in front of the 
formation, with light glowing from around it 
showing that it is transforming from a different 
and unique angle.  

In order to do this “distraction shot” I had to duplicated the footage of the chair blocking the 
light, placing and moving a mask around it frame by frame to create the illusion of depth. I 
used this technique of masking throughout the entire movie, whenever the creature was to go 
behind an object that was in the real life footage we shot. 

 
 
Once the mask was created 
I could place lighting effects 
behind it, as seen in the 
frame below. 
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Once done with this scene I 
returned back to the formation of 
the creature and the blob, however I 
swapped the original animation 
with a new one that followed the 
same flow of the previous one but I 
added additional frames to where it 
would form a solid outline of the 
creature standing up. From here I 
applied the same lighting effects as 
the previous one to create 
seamlessness, and opened up flash 
and animated the dog sitting, then walking to the side. This animation process can be seen in 
the screen capture above, where I many of the frames in one through the use of Flash’s 
“onion skin” feature. 

Once this animation was complete I then imported the .swf into After Effects, applied the 
motion tracking to it and placed it in the same spot where the formation was. I then had the 
original formations lighting effects copied to the animation of the dog sitting, so they were 
nearly identical. Then from here I changed the opacity of the original animation down to 
zero, and pitching the new animation up to 100%, gradually removing the lighting effects to 
make it look like it had naturally formed from the blob. 
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At this point I realised that I was going to be drawing the same cycle of walking over and 
over again, so I created a loop in Flash one that would save me a LOT of time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From here I had the creature walk down the table, jump off onto a chair, down onto the floor 
and on to the chair. In order to do this I had to create at least three different After Effects 
compositions for each movement as well as Flash project files to save space, however I only 
really used Motion-Tracking and Masking, which I have already explained how is done. 

 

Above is comparison of the files of this scene in both programs. To the left is the process in 
flash. Originally, an image of the footage background was behind it so I had a reference of 
what to draw on, but I deleted it when it was time to export. I also later added a shadow for 
realism. To the right is how it looked when added to After Effects, motion tracked against the 
real life footage. 
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Creature jumping up the stairs in flash, this time with the reference image still behind it and 
you can see the animated shadow just below it. I would animate the shadow only after I had 
done the initial movements of the creature. 

 
The same file brought into After Effects. As you can see I used the masking tool again in this 
scene to have the creature jump behind the door, creating depth. 
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After the character initially exited the room in which it was created, it to adventures 
throughout the house. This sequence introduced some new techniques, as well as some more 
complex versions of previous techniques. Although not an entirely new technique, as it 
combined features from motion tracking, frame by frame animation and masking, this 
sequence introduced possibly my favourite thing from this movie. This was was having the 
creature push a door open, and walking behind it as seen below  

   

In the shot after this I did however introduce a new layer of depth to the interaction between 
animation and footage, as I incorporated a real life puff of dust to spray up when the dog 
powerfully jump from the end to the front of the room, slamming the door shut. 
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The dust explosion that I used in the above picture was initially a piece of stock footage 
against a black background. I imported it into the After Effects project file, placed it beneath 
the creature as it jumped and motion tracked it to a point of contrast. However, because it was 
a video with no Alpha Channels it was just a smoke puff on a black background. To get rid of 
this I ended up masking around the vast majority of it, “keying” the black out, which means 
selecting the black in the video and having a program automatically remove it. I then 
“feathered” the edges of the video, making it look smoother, and lowering the opacity so that 
you could barely tell that there was a black background before. This can be seen to an extent 
(no keying, just opacity and masking) in the screen capture below. 

 

The character then runs outside, jumping 
down a set of stairs. This scene in particular 
is one of the most successful in my opinion, 
as it has a perfect combination of changing 
perspective in the frame-by-frame animation 
and real life footage, as well as a seamless 
mask separating the two. 

 
The next scene after this the character runs outside, slides on the ground (creating a dust puff 
again) and jumping up on top of a wooden board. I had to stabilise this footage however, as it 
was extremely shaky. This process was very similar to Motion-Tracking as I was to select an 
area of contrast which AE could track its movements, then compensate for the movements, 
stabilising them. 
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Once up on top of the board, the dog 
then climbs a pipe to a balcony. This 
scene probably caused me the most 
trouble, as footage was poorly shot 
and included a panning view. This 
meant that my frame-by frame 
animation would not move far enough 
as a .swf because of the footages 
moving nature, and I also couldn’t 
track any motion because it moved too 
far. In order to combat this I used the 
handy walking cycle to endlessly walk 
the pipe. HOWEVER, as previously stated I couldn’t track the motion, so I had to pain-
snakingly move the walking cycle frame by frame to make it look natural. I also digitally 
zoomed in on the footage in Sony Vegas when compiling the film to make it look nicer. 

Once on the balcony I introduce two new 
animated characters. A spider and a bird. 
Both of these characters are fully coloured 
and animated in flash, however for the 
spider I used tween-based animation as 
opposed to frame-by-frame. This is 
because I found that it looked way 
smoother for a spider coming down from 
its web. For this section I also differed in 

style as I had done previously, as I animated every single aspect in the same Flash project 
file, only motion-tracking it to fit the camera when imported into After Effects. Also a bird 
swoops up the main character, dropping him in the bag of the actor as opposed to what is 
planned in the story-board. I did this for time reasons.   
 

 

In the scene where the bird drops off the 
animated character I used masking, motion 
tracking and frame by frame animation as 
usual. 
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The final scene of the project serves as a parallel to 
the first, utilising similar lighting affects such as CC 
Light Burst and other distorting effects. I also 
animated the creature reacting to being torn, as well 
as floating like he does in the end. 

 

 

SONY VEGAS COMPILING AND SOUND: 
Once I had completed a scene, I would export the composition as a quicktime format. From 
here I would import every scene into Sony Vegas for compiling and editing audio, as the 
footage was recorded with no sound. This allowed me to cut easily and freely without having 
to pre-render my frames. It is in this program I also added titles, fade ins and of course audio. 

 

Above you can see me assembling an un-finished product into Sony Vegas, notice that this 
version is without Audio (lack of audio tracks down the bottom). This is because I wanted to 
be COMPLETELY done with the visual editing before I even attacked Audio, as it was just 
as important and I couldn’t afford to rush it. 
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MOVEMENT AUDIO: 
To build up the audio of my project I used a 
combination of sound effect from sound libraries 
and sound that I recorded myself. Every single piece 
of audio besides the music in the introduction scene 
was recorded by me. To do this, I re-created the 
actions of the actor such as drawing, flipping paper 
and grabbing his bag with a microphone mounted 
next to me recording directly on top of the footage 
in Vegas. This is the same for the final scene, 
however this is only for the realistic movement 
sounds of the character, added sound effects such as wind-chimes and white noise were from 
a sound effects library 

CHARACTER AUDIO AND OTHER: 
I was tempted to not include audio for the movements of the dog in the film, as finding an 
appropriate sound library was proving very difficult. However I found one, and the adventure 
sequence of the dog is made up almost entirely of those sound effects. For the dogs 
movements I had several different audio files I used, as well as for doors creaking open and 
other ambient noises such as birds chirping in the background when outside. This took a 
tremendous amount of time, as each footstep etc had to be placed perfectly as seen below

 

MUSIC: 
Music was also an important thing to consider as it had to capture the feelings that were being 
portrayed at that time. I ended up using the royalty free piano track Atlantian Twilight in the 
beginning, and “Putty Boy Strut” by Flying Lotus throughout the rest. 

When compiled all together the Completed Vegas timeline looked like this 
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Movie Poster: 

This process took a 
surprisingly long amount of 
time as it was difficult to find 
a design that I felt truly 
reflected the theme and aspect 
of the film. I ended up going 
for a simplistic result in 
Photoshop. I initially tried to 
create the poster using all new 
assets but it didn’t look up to 
my standard. So I then took a 

screen capture of the balcony scene, and added in the bird carrying the character into the 
centre as it was not initially. I then applied some lighting effects and text to make the poster. 
The finished result can be seen below 

DVD MENU: This was the final step in my multimedia 
major-work and was relatively easy. To make this I 
used the program Adobe Encore. It worked surprisingly 
similar to Power-point and didn’t take up too much 
time. To make the DVD Menu all I had to do was make 
Photoshop files for each of my desired screens (e.g. 
play, extras) and link them together with the desired 
files in Adobe Encore 

Making a DVD Menu in Encore allowed me to add in 
not only my short film but also extras consisting of my 
6 minutes of additional footage including tests, before 
and after shots as well as time-lapse footage of actual 
creation as well as a digital version of my poster. 

  

Here you can see the early 

stages of my DVD Menu 

taken around the 29th of June 

2013. This screen consists of 

me linking the footage to the 

actual dvd, and creating the 

extras menu etc. 
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Safe Working Practises & WH&S 
The two main environments that I was working in during the creation of my major work were of a 
high-school classroom, and that of my own room. Although the risk levels in regards to safe working 
practises are rather minimal due to these environments somewhat unhazardous nature, it is still to 
acknowledge, identify and possibly resolve these issues to avoid possible injury. 

By identifying these possible issues and how to prevent them with the use of a risk assessment chart, I 
can hope to effectively evaluate the safety of the working practises, WH&S as well as the safety of the 
working environment. 

 
As seen above, A risk assessment chart is us used for the determination of a qualitative value of risk 
related to a concrete situation and a recognized hazard.  The use of a risk assessment chart can help 
companies identify which working practices may require more focused and dedicated safety 
procedures. Although this chart is designed for a professional work-place, it is still highly applicable 
to the classroom environment. 
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Possible Hazards and safety features in the work environment: 

Possible Hazard: Unsafe wiring: 
Tangled and unsafe wiring can lead to great levels of heat 
being generated from extensive periods of usage. This can 
lead to many moderate level risks, such as sparks being 
generated and in extreme cases can cause fires. In the 
unlikely case of a fire, lives could be lost, as well as 
massive amounts of hard drive data. 

Risk assessment:  
Class 5 & 6 low risk levels, meaning that although the 
consequences are possibly high level, a controlled plan 
with progressive implementation can greatly reduce the 
chance of a hazard  

 

 

Possible Solutions 
There are a few possible solutions a classroom or production 
company could implement to greatly reduce the risk of possible 
danger. One of these being to neatly organise and cable tie your 
wires together to avoid stray wires and friction between them. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Another preventative and progressive plan to be 
implemented would be to have the presence of fire 
extinguishers, as seen in the picture to the side. 
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Possible Hazard: Ergonomics 

WH&S and ergonomics are to be seriously considered, as students working in non-ergonomic 
environments face potential injuries such as RSI and hand cramps. These injuries could be both long 
term and short term, and include:  

 
Short term: 

 Headache’s 
 Muscle cramps 
 Discomfort & irritation  

 

Long term: 

 RSI 
 Arthritis 
 Frequent back-aches. 

 

 

 

 

Risk assessment: 
Class 3 & 4, Medium risk assessment. 
Meaning that this could likely be an issue and a 
control plan is required to prevent it, however 
this is easily managed and should not be an 
issue. 

 

 

 

Possible solutions: 
Many different possible solutions could be easily implemented to help 
prevent the working environment from ergonomic related issues. This 
includes the introduction of ergonomically correct work chairs, as well 
as making workers take frequent breaks to stretch their muscles to 
avoid cramps.  

 

Diagram depicting the ergonomically correct way in which to sit at a 

table when working on a PC 

Attempting to re-create a correct demonstration as best as 

possible in my working environment 
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Possible Hazard: Lighting 

Inadequate lighting can lead to an un-productive working environment, as a darker tone can lead to a 
depression in the overall mood and atmosphere of a work place. In terms of physical hazards, dimly lit 
rooms can painfully contrast with the brightness of the computer screen workers are working on, 
causing irritations of the eyes, as well as headaches and migraines. As well as this, a poorly lit 
environment means that there are also many more physical hazards in the work place, as people may 
not be able to see what is directly in front of them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Risk assessment 
Class 5&6 – low risk assessment  
It’s likely to happen however its impacts are fairly insignificant. It would require pre-emptive 
planning to avoid, which is fairly easy to organise 

 

Possible solutions: 
Keep a mixture of natural and generated lights to ensure that the work place is well lit. This reduces 
chances of headaches, migraines, possible hazards as well as increases the general mood of the 
working environment. 
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Possible Hazard: Air ventilation 

Similarly to the effects of dim-lighting, a lack of proper air ventilation can be more of a 
hazard towards the actual production of a multimedia major-work as opposed to the 
individual actually working on it. This is because inadequate air ventilation can lead to 
people feeling either too hot or too cold, leading to discomfort and disrupting a natural work-
flow. 

Risk Assessment: 
Class 5&6. Although issues of Air ventilation are fairly common, their danger levels are not 
enough to warrant a higher risk level. However, it is still an issue that must be considered, as 
previously stated it can have a big impact on the overall productivity levels of a workplace 
environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Possible Solutions 
Solutions for this are easy, just make sure your workplace environment is well ventilated, 
with fans, air-conditioning etc. 
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Possible Hazard: Cluttered working environment 

When working in a classroom or office space environment, it is rather important that your 
working area isn’t cluttered with items that could be considered hazardous. If conjoined with 
another issue such as lighting, misplaced items and equipment could become a serious 
hazard, especially if they just left lying around the work space. This could lead to individuals 
tripping over items, leaving wide opportunities for different falls with different levels of 
severity, ranging from minor - to rather serious.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Risk Assessment: 

Class 2-3, as it’s fairly possible to happen in a work place and could have potentially 
damaging impacts to an individual. 

 

 
Possible solutions:  

Solutions to this problem are fairly easy, as all that is required to avoid this issue is to make 
sure you remember to frequently clean your working environment cutting the chances of 
injury down significantly. 
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Final Evaluation of Major Project 

In relation to Statement of Intent: 
I set out to create a short film that used real life footage mixed with frame by frame 
animation. According to this criteria, I have by all means fulfilled my statement of intent. I 
gained a much higher understanding of programs such as After Effects, Flash CS5 and Sony 
Vegas, as well as further developed my ability to portray a character in a certain way as I feel 
I gave the animated character a very lively personality.  

I honestly feel as if I have used my acquired skills to create the highest quality product I 
possibly could. I had to learn skills such as filming, video manipulation and motion tracking 
to blend the two medias of footage and animation together, as well as constructing all the 
audio to fit the thematic tone of my film idea. I feel as if the animated character also 
interacted very naturally with the real life environment that it was placed in, opening doors 
etc. 

In relation to my statement of intent, I am pleased with the final product and I feel as if it is a 
testimony to my skill as a film-maker, story-teller, director and animator. This is satisfying to 
me as I have fulfilled the role of several different people in the industry if this were to be a 
fully funded project. 

I also feel I achieved the appeal to a broad general audience, as it has themes that everybody 
can enjoy. I feel that the film is cute, fun, sad and has a dark sense of humour to the end, 
which I’m not sure everybody will appreciate but it made me laugh. Overall I feel as if I 
made this film with other people in mind but I did get to inject a healthy dose of my own 
personality into it. 

In relation to Research and Planning: 
Before creating my project I had to map out my time and do appropriate research. Although I 
didn’t exactly keep to my time plans, I feel as if I executed everything in a relatively timely 
manner. I do admit that I could have got things done much more efficiently to avoid stress, 
but overall I’m satisfied with the way in which I got everything done. It helps that my teacher 
set a lot of drafts and check-ups, otherwise I probably wouldn’t have got it done so 
efficiently.  
Research:  
The research allowed me to gain a broader understanding of a lot of the effects that I included 
such as masking and tracking. This was very useful as I applied what I had learnt throughout 
the entire video. 
Timeline Plan 
The time plan was designed to prevent me from being overloaded with a heavy workflow. 
Although at times I did let time slip away and felt stressed it allowed me to finish ahead of 
time meaning a plan for term three was not necessary. 
SWOT Analysis 
Comparing my strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in the creation of my 
multimedia major work allowed me to plan ahead to accommodate for these factors.  
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Finance Plan 
This part of the folio seemed somewhat redundant. This is because I had either owned or had 
access to most of the materials I would need.  
Storyboard 
I found the Storyboard to be very useful during the creation of my major-work. Although I 
cut the scenes at the school the Storyboard gave me a format to follow and an overall sense of 
structure. 

In relation to Construction: 
The construction of my Major Work was certainly not easy. A lot of my effects and editing 
was EXTREMELY time consuming and VERY repetitive. However, it was a very enjoyable 
experience and I’m very happy with how it turned out. I’m fairly sure that I did it in the best 
way possible and I have demonstrated proficiency in the use of lots of software and hardware 
throughout such as Flash and Wacom Tablets. If given the chance to re-create the film, I 
wouldn’t do a thing differently. 

Evaluation of skills 

Skills Difficulty Rating 
Frame by frame Flash animation Very difficult 
Special effects (lighting, ripple etc) Very difficult 
Masking Intermediate 
Colour keying Intermediate 
Scene titles Easy 
Video compiling and editing Difficult 
Audio construction and manipulation Intermediate 
DVD menu Difficult 
Motion tracking animation on top of video Somewhat difficult 
 

 

A screen captured image of me 

animating the ripple and distortion 

special effect on the 27th of June 

2013 
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Quality of the product

As previously stated throughout this folio, quality was one of the main things I had in mind 
when creating my multi-media major work. I wanted to create something very aesthetically 
pleasing that was also a testimony to my skill level as a director and animator. To do this, I 
borrowed a friends HD video camera to ensure the highest possible video quality, and he was 
kind enough to be present when shooting the film to advise me on how to get the highest 
possible quality with the equipment we had. Then, I took the raw footage we took and 
imported it into Adobe After Effects, from there I used the free colour correction plugin 
Magic Bullet Colorista to adjust the colour levels in the film increasing the footage’s overall 
quality. 

The quality of the actual animation of my cartoon creation was also a vital consideration for 
the film. To ensure the smoothest quality animation, I used a Bamboo drawing tablet as 
opposed to a computer mouse, to give the feel of actually drawing each frame as I would with 
a pencil on paper. Also, I used a mixture of tweening and frame by frame animation to 
maximise smoothness. I also had to ensure that the animations frame rate matched that of the 
footage (24fps), to make sure that it mixed well and was of the highest quality. 

When importing the animation into After Effects, I could import it as Flash’s natural 
exportation file, .SWF, as Flash and AE are both Adobe products. This meant that I didn’t 
have to convert then animation to a lossy file type in order to integrate it with my real life 
footage. Once in After Effects I motion-tracked the animation on top of the actual real life 
footage, as well as blurring it when necessary to make sure that it seamlessly matched the 
footages movements and shakes, giving the appearance of it actually being in the footage in 
the first place and increasing the overall quality. 

However, there were some compromises that had to be made in regards to quality. Due to the 
fact that After Effects is not capable of having audio be directly recorded on top of the 
footage in real time like my film requires, I had to export the final product out of AE and 
import it into Sony Vegas to record the audio-tracks over the finished product. To an extent, 
this could have affected the projects overall quality as it had to be exported twice. 

When recording the audio I had to keep in mind that its quality was very important to the 
film, as the audio I record, as well as the royalty free music I get from the Internet would be 
the only audio in the whole film. To ensure that I could record the highest quality audio 
possible, I purchased a Samsung C01U Studio Condenser Microphone, as well as a pop filter 
to ensure the highest quality. 
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Evidence of a Range of Skills and their application in my film 

Animation 
Animation is the rapid display of a sequence of images to create an illusion of movement. 

Frame by frame animation 
Frame by frame animation is a technique of animation that 
started off with the cell-based methods of early cartoons such 
as Tom & Jerry. It consists of moving or re-drawing an object 
little-by-little over several consecutive frames. These frames 
are then displayed at a certain rate per second, giving the 
illusion of movement. The standard frame per second rate is 
24, and this is what I used. To use this method of animation I 
used the program Adobe Flash cs5. I used the method of re-
drawing the character in a different pose frame by frame in the scenes that required it to move 
dynamically 

I found that the use of frame by frame animation allowed for more freedom in the characters 
movement, and allowed me to match it to that of the camera. For example, in the scene at the 
school when the camera is panning across a rail, then turns to follow it in another direction I 
was able to match this turn when animating the character because I could re-draw it to match 
the movement.  

 

In the picture above you can see me following a walking cycle of a four legged animal that I 
scanned in to Flash from “The Animation Bible” by Maureen Furniss. I used this to provide a 
basic outline for the key stances and positions that I needed to draw, spacing each movement 
out by five frames. 
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From here what I did was I converted each frame that was in-between this five frame spacing 
into an individual key-frame, filling in the space between with new drawings, getting closer 
and closer to the position at the end of the interval. To see exactly what I had drawn on the 
previous frame, I turned the “Onion Skin” function on. The Onion Skin tool allows for the 
animator to be on a certain frame, while still being able to see what was on the frame before it 
and even the one in front of it. What this accomplished was that I could very smoothly fill in 
the five frame intervals, creating an extremely smooth walking animation. This process can 
be seen in the picture below. 

This is a skill that I have developed over many years, and is one that is considered quite 
difficult by most. This may be true, but it is something that I have been doing since I was a 
child and although it can be extremely repetitive, I consider it a very important skill to have 
utilised in my project as it allowed for me to bring the character to life. 

Tweened animation 
As opposed to frame by frame animation, motion tweening allows you to automatically move 
an object from a beginning location to ending location. With the use of layers in Flash, I was 
able to create many walking, jumping and running cycles for my character to use that I would 
implement when it was not necessary for me to match its movement to that of the camera 
(e.g. when it was a straight angle shot, not moving too much). Once the tween has been 
created, you can click on any frame within the motion tween and move or rotate the object, 
allowing you to tailor the tween to the required movements. Although it is a lot quicker than 
frame by frame, it is still a difficult skill to master, as to make a clean loop you have to be 
extremely careful of where you start and finish your tweens.  
 
In order to then implement my animations into my real life footage, I imported them into Adobe after 
effects and applied the technique of motion tracking. 
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Motion tracking 

The use of motion tracking was absolutely required in the creation of my multimedia major 
work. Motion tracking refers to the analysis of an area of pixels and the change in their 
movements in order to map where that area travels on screen. Once this area’s movements are 
mapped out within the program, another video or area of pixels can be “tethered” on top of 
these tracked movements, making it so that this additional layer seamlessly matches its 
motions. 
 

 
 
Above is an example what the end result of the motion tracking will look like in an After 
Effects project file. To achieve this, I first selected an area in the footage with high amounts 
of contrast. Then, I added a null object in the layer above and began the tracking process of 
the previously selected area. Once completed, After Effects had completely tracked this 
area’s movements creating a motion path. To make this new information useable I applied 
this motion path to the null object I added to the layer above. This meant that as the footage 
progressed in the first layer of the time line, in the second there was a box that tracked the 
movements of the first. 
 
From here I added my animated sequence on a third layer, and tethered it to the object 
tracking the footages movements, creating the illusion that the animated sequence was 
happening and moving with the real life footage. 
 
In my film, I used motion tracking to composite my animation on top of the real time footage 
that I had recorded, giving the illusion that the animated character was present in real life. I 
used motion tracking to match the movements of the camera, blending my animation in more 
naturally, making it look seamlessly integrated. I also used it for the scenes where the 
character climbed into the actors bag, making it look as if it was actually inside of it as the 
actor walked and moved around. 
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Masking 
Masking refers to the technique of concealing a portion of the video from view through the 
use of using one image or video as a viewable hole to the video on the layer below. I had to 
use masking in my film many times, because often the character would interact behind 
certain objects and masking allowed me to create the layer of depth in which it appeared the 
animation was actually behind the real life footage.  
 
To do this I used the masking tool in After Effects. I doubled the layer of footage that I would 
need to mask, and used the pen tool to trace around what would need to be concealed in order 
for the animation to look as if it was behind it. Then, I motion tracked this mask to that of the 
movement of the camera, and placed the animation in between the masked and un-masked 
layers, seamlessly integrating it behind the real life object. 
 
 
 
Audio recording, manipulation and 
placement 
Due to the fact that I chose to build the entire audio in 
the film from scratch, the recording, manipulation and 
placement of sound is a very important skillset that I 
have incorporated. Luckily, Sony Vegas offers the ability 
to record audio directly over the video onto a new layer 
in the timeline of your project. I chose to compile 
completed scenes from After Effects into Vegas for this 
reason, as it made it surprisingly easy to record new 
sounds from scratch with my Samsung C01U. From 
there I could open the file recorded into an audio 
manipulation software.  
 
 
The audio manipulation software that I chose to use was Audacity. Once the file is opened in 
Audacity I would apply a noise-removal effect to remove all background fuzz and noise that 
shouldn’t be there, as seen in the picture below. 
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Colour Grading 
 

When filming my major work I decided to record all footage with its raw footage, so it would 
allow for me to create a more vibrant colour scheme in post-production. This meant that it 
was extremely important for me to learn how to use Magic Bullet’s Colour Grading plugin in 
order to ensure the highest possible quality for the colour scheme in my film. 

 
 

 
 

To achieve this I imported my raw footage into Adobe After Effects and opened up the 
plugin. From here I could change the different mid-tones, shadows and highlights to my 
choosing. When doing  this my decision really depended on the scene, as I found that 
different colour schemes could help enhance the mood and thematic overtone of a scene. 
 
Footage compiling and overall Editing. 
 
After literally all of these previous skills had been implemented, it was time for me to 
compile all my footage together and start cutting together my final product. To do this I used 
the program Sony Vegas Pro. I chose this because it has very low render times and is very 
easy to use in order to compile and cut footage over audio. As previously stated, I also used it 
to record the bulk of the films audio on to the compiled footage. 
 
I found that Vegas was the perfect program for that, as it allowed for me to import, cut and 
edit footage instantly without having to render it out first unlike After Effects. 
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Above can be seen a screenshot of when I was compiling a set of footage into one scene. 
Aside from just importing my footage in and putting it together I had to make sure that I 
made consistent cuts and edits to ensure that the flow of the movie felt correct. This was a 
skill that I didn’t predict would be an issue, but it wasn’t really too much of a problem as I 
have plenty of experience in basic video editing. 
 
Use of appropriate material, process etc 
 
Throughout my Major Work I believe I used both appropriate materials and processes. This 
is because for materials I wasn’t dealing with too much outside of a camera, my house and a 
computer. If I was constructing a dolly I would have to make sure I was using protective gear 
etc, but I did not as I felt a camera on a dolly/tripod would make the animation seem too 
smooth and not organic.  
 
In regards to processes I believe I acted appropriately as I made sure to work in an 
ergonomic environment with lighting that would not damage my retina or eyes. I also took 
appropriate breaks when necessary and animated durin regular intervals as to avoid RSI’s 
such as carpel tunnel. 
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Links between planning and production 

 
Before I started to produce my major work, I performed numerous tasks in order to 
manage the different aspects of the product. This ensured high quality and that I work time efficiently 
during the creation of my major work.  
 
Industrial Processes 
Research 
All of the research I did helped me to learn and gain a better understanding of the skills and 
methods that I would need to use in the execution, completion and creation of my major 
work. This is because it helped me to decide on which locations to film at, provided me with 
inspiration, helped me decide which equipment to use and which software would best suit the 
needs of its production 

Selection and Justification of Materials 
Through creating a list of both hardware and software I could use, I could compare and 
contrasting the advantages and disadvantages of both. This meant that I could assess which 
option best suited the needs of my multimedia production based on their properties that were 
most relevant to my film. This helped me to improve the overall quality of my product. 
 
Timeline Plan 
The time plan was designed to act as a guide in the management of my time, to prevent me 
from being overloaded with a heavy workflow. However, as predicted in my SWOT analysis 
I didn’t follow it as I should have, and often times found myself overwhelmed with the 
amounts of work that I would have to do. Although I didn’t follow it as I should have, it did 
provide to be useful as it gave me an outline of what I should be doing and where I should be 
up to. Thankfully I did finish filming by the time I was expected to, which meant that the rest 
of my work could be executed in a somewhat timely manner 
 
SWOT Analysis 
Comparing my strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in the creation of my 
multimedia major work allowed me to plan ahead to accommodate for these factors. 
Presenting the information in a straight forward table that was easy to understand also made 
this process a lot easier. 
 
Finance Plan 
Honestly I thought this part of the folio was more or less irrelevant to the actual execution 
and production of my major work. This is mostly because a lot of the costs that I accounted 
for I had either already payed, or didn’t really have to pay due to them being already 
accessible. However, if this project were to be done at an industry level standard I wouldn’t 
be surprised if this particular section was of great importance due to issues of financial 
tracking, licencing and mass production/distribution.   
 
Story Board 
I had two storyboards that I followed, the first of which was a general overview of just each 
scene, with a simple picture describing each action then words addressing it in detail. Then, I 
created a different storyboard that went into more depth for each scene, depicting camera 
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angles and audio ques. These storyboards provided me with a path to follow in the production 
of my major work, and although I had to work around some obsticles with specific camera 
angles, I did follow both storyboards pretty accurately. 

Proof of concept/Conceptual design 
Before I began to film and edit on my multimedia major work I designed many different 
characters, concepts and developed several key ideas that would be prominent throughout my 
film. This process allowed me to effectively communicate the direction of the project, and 
helped me to develop an idea for the story and effects that I would use. 

Industrial Equipment 

Hardware 

Computers –  
Computers were a completely necessary piece of equipment for the creation of my 
multimedia major work, as every single thing was done on a digital scale. Even the footage 
taken on camera was on a digital memory stick as opposed to analogue film. Apart from 
sections of my Development of Ideas, all aspects of my projects creation, including 
animation, video editing and compiling, audio manipulation and research were all done on a 
computer. 
 

Digital Camera – 
A camera was also a vital requirement for the completion of my major work. Although unlike 
computers, it wasn’t a necessity as 50% of the film is also animated. However in order for my 
idea to work successfully, I had to film on a digital camera to record the real footage that 
would have animation compiled on top of it. The camera I used allowed me to capture large 
HD video files of real life footage, increasing the overall quality of my production. As well as 
this, I also used the camera to take the necessary stills for my Portfolio. 
 

Drawing Tablet -  
A drawing tablet was a very important tool in the creation of my multimedia major work. 
This is because for the animated portions of the film, a drawing tablet would allow me to 
animate as if I was drawing on a piece of paper with a pencil, leading to a great increase in 
the quality of animation compared to if I had done with a regular mouse. 
 

USB/Hard Drive 
Because I was creating my project between three different major locations; school, my mums 
house and my dads house it was very important that I was able to take my files between 
locations. These pieces of equipment allowed me to safely do so. A USB stick has more 
portability then to that of a removable hard-drive, however a portable hard drive allows for 
much larger storage. However, the USB I had been using throughout the creation of my 
project was 16gb’s big, meaning that size was not really that much of an issue. 
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Headphones –  
Given the fact that 100% of my films audio was to be added in post-production, it was vital 
that I had the appropriate hardware to listen to the sound. I used a HD Logitech g35 headset 
with surround sound capabilities, greatly contributing to the overall audio quality of my 
multimedia major work. 

Microphone -  
Similarly to headphones, a microphone was an essential part in the creation of my film, as 
one was required to record the vast majority of the films audio. 

DVD Burner & Disks 
These were essential for the presentation of my film, as it was to be handed in on a DVD. 
This meant that I was to have disks and a DVD burner available. Without this equipment I 
would not have been able to present my film in the DVD format, as the burner is required to 
write all the project files onto the DVD in a way that can be interpreted by DVD players to 
display the film. 

Software  

Adobe Flash 
I used flash to animate the character interacting with the real life environment that was filmed 
on camera 

After Effects 
Used to combine animation with the real life footage through the use of techniques such as 
masking, motion tracking and colour correction 

Sony Vegas 
I used Sony Vegas to then compile all the exported scenes from AE into one cohesive movie, 
as well as compile and record the audio tracking on top of the footage. 

Audacity 
Used to clean up recorded audio to increase the overall quality 
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Evidence of practical problem solving 

Throughout the creation of my major work I encountered a fair amount of problems that 
needed to be overcome. 

The first problem I encountered was the fact that a fair amount of my footage had pans in it 
that I couldn’t track my animation on top of. To solve this, I still used the footage, but instead 
I cut out the panning section, making it look like two different shots. 

I did this method for a portion of the footage, however in the pipe scene I decided to 
challenge it face on. The scene included the camera following a layering of pipe that, and 
because the background was changing I couldn’t get a decent tracking point. Instead I made 
the animation sequence I used for that particular scene seamlessly transition into a walking 
cycle I had been using throughout the whole folio. From here I still couldn’t track it so 
instead I placed center key frames and changed his movements to match the camera 
manually. I also applied a digital zoom in on the character at this point to hide some of the 
shaking. 

I also encountered problems with shaky footage. This was because it was filmed with no 
tripod so I could then apply tracking to make the animation/real footage look more realistic. 
However, in some cases the footage was too shaky and I couldn’t find a point of contrast to 
track. To combat this I used the stabilization feature, which is fairly similar to tracking but 
instead of tracking the movements it compensates for them, smoothing them out. Because the 
footage was now moving with its own movements to create the illusion of stability there were 
black areas for where the footage went off the project area. In order to get rid of this I then 
zoomed the footage in, getting rid of the black areas. 

 
 

 


